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                                                                 SPANISH  
                                                                     
 Year Group:  Year 2          Term:   Autumn  1                 Theme:     Self, family and friends 
 
                                                                        

 

Learning Objectives: 
Recognise, respond to and use greetings in Spanish 
Ask and answer  4 questions: how you feel, name, where you live and 
what you are called 
Listen attentively to the spoken  language and show understanding by 
joining in and responding (P.O.S) 
Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic 
language structure (P.O.S) 
Sing songs and recite short finger rhymes 
Listen and respond to simple rhymes, stories and songs(O3.1) 
Count to 20   and match number symbols with the spoken word 
Identify odd and even numbers 
Join in with a new song about the family 
Listen with sustained concentration (O.2) 
Join in with the repetitive elements of a story about families 
Listen attentively and understand instructions, everyday classroom 
language and praise words ( O3.4) 

Language and Structures: 
Hola, adiós hasta luego, gracias  Buenos días/ buenas tardes 
¿Qué tal? /  Excelente, muy bien/así así/ mal/fatal/enojado 
¿Cómo te llamas? Me llamo  … 
¿Dónde vives? Vivo en… 
¿Cuántos años tienes? Tengo ... años 
Uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco, seis, siete, ocho, nueve, diez, once, doce, trece, 
catorce, quince, dieciséis, diecisiete, dieciocho, diecinueve, veinte 
Silencio, levantad/bajad las manos, levantaos, sentaos, dad la vuelta 
Mamá, Papá, hermano, hermana, bebé 
Tengo … hermano y hermanas 
 

 

Phonemes:  silent ‘h’  

 

Grammar: Making sentences with ‘Tengo’ (I have) 

 
 

Suggested Resources: 
Family member  flashcards, fly swatters, number tiles, foam/gel numbers , 
family finger puppets, family member/ brother sister dolls, cuddly animals, 
surprise bag , beanbags, coloured die,  foam cube, feeling puppets, toy 
mallet, sound buzzers 

Suggested songs and stories:  
 Finger family songs, Goldilocks and the 3 Bears, The Little Elephant 
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Week Learning Objectives 
 

Suggested Activities Language 

1   Sing a greetings song and 
greet each other 

 Ask and respond to some 
personal questions 

 Count up to 20 

 Identify some classroom 
instructions 

 Sing a greetings song ‘Hola, Buenos días /  buenas tardes’ and greet each other. 
Greet the animals or characters pulled out of a bag. 

 Sing the ¿Qué tal? tune and respond saying how you feel. Take turns to reveal a 

facial expression and the class will name the feeling. 

 Sing the ‘What is your name?’ (¿Cómo te llamas?) and ‘Where do you live? ( Dónde 

vives?) When pupils catch a beanbag they say what they a called.  

 Count up to 20 with an action for each number. Count in groups of 2 or 3, throwing 

and catching a beanbag whilst counting. Teacher will say a number and pupils will 

say the number that comes next. Teacher counts up to 20 and misses a number, 

pupils identify the missing number   

  Pupils will respond to the classroom instructions called out by doing the correct 

action for each instruction. 

 Hola, Buenos días, buenas tardes’ 

 ¿Qué tal?  excelente, muy bien, 
así así, mal, fatal, enojado 

 ¿Cómo te llamas? Me llamo 

 ¿Dónde vives? Vivo en  

 Números  Uno - veinte 

 Silencio, levantad/bajad las 

manos, levantaos, sentaos, dad la 

vuelta 

2  Ask and respond to some 
personal questions 

 Count up to 20 forwards and 
backwards 

 Repeat some family 
members 

 Sing  What is your name? Where do you live? and How old are you?  with actions. 
When you catch the beanbag respond to the question. Play ‘Hot Potato’ to the 
question tunes. When the tune stops, the pupil holding the potato responds. 

 Count up to 20 forwards and backwards. Count in small groups, catching beanbags. 
Play ‘Mallet’s Mallet’ In pairs pupils will count and if a number is incorrect they will be 
tapped with a toy mallet. 

 Repeat some family members. Repeat the names at different speeds and in different 
voices. Raise the family member picture that is called out. ‘Swat’ the family member 
picture. 

 ¿Cómo te llamas? Me llamo 

 ¿Dónde vives? Vivo en  

 ¿Cuántos años tienes? Tengo ... 

años 

 Números  Uno - veinte 

 Mamá, Papá, hermano, hermana, 

bebé 

3  Ask and respond to some 
personal questions 

 Count up to 20 

 Name some family members 
 
 

 Sing the tunes to some personal questions in a circle whilst the teacher spins in the 
middle. When the tune stops the pupil the teacher is pointing at will respond. 

 Count up to 20 with an action for each number. Count how many coins or buttons 
are dropped into the jar. Count how many claps you hear. 

 Name some family members. Compete against the teacher. If the word corresponds 
to the picture shown repeat it but if it is incorrect be silent. Teacher will choose two 
flashcards of family members to hold and the pupil will smack the pictures called out. 
If a word is called out that isn’t on the chosen flashcards, the pupil will cross his      
arms.  

 ¿Qué tal? ¿Cómo te llamas? 

¿Dónde vives? ¿Cuántos años 
tienes? 

 Números  Uno - veinte 

 Mamá, Papá, hermano, hermana, 
bebé 
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4  Respond to some personal 
questions 

 Recall individual numbers 

 Recall some family members 

 Sing a song about family 
members 

 Sing some question tunes in different moods and quickly or slowly and respond to 
them 

 Identify individual numbers. Draw a number on a pupil’s back and guess the number. 
Play ‘Chinese Whispers’ whispering the number to the pupil next to you and the last 
pupils says the number out loud. Guess how many chocolates/pencils/balls are in 
the jar and count them 

 Recall some family members. In teams, race to press the buzzer if you can name the 
family member on the picture. Pupils will stand at the front of the class showing a 
picture of a family member. They will then hide the pictures.  Other pupils will try to 
recall the names in the correct order. Play ‘Pass the Parcel’ with a surprise bag. 
Take out the family member finger puppet and name it. When your member is called 
out, raise your puppet and greet the class. 

 Sing a family finger song. Watch a video of a family song and sing along with 
actions. 

 ¿Qué tal? ¿Cómo te llamas? 

¿Dónde vives? ¿Cuántos años 
tienes? 

 Números  Uno - veinte 

 Mamá, Papá, hermano, hermana, 
bebé 

 Family member song 

5   Respond to some personal 
questions 

 Identify number symbols 
 Sing a song about family 

members 

 Say how may brothers  and 
sisters you have 

 Say what your name is and where you live: Teacher will mime or do actions  and 
pupils will identify what the question is. 

 Identify numbers. A pupil, who is blindfolded, pulls a number out of a surprise bag 
and guesses the number. Take turns to catch the cube and name the digit on the top 
of the cube. In pairs, take turns to draw numbers on your partner’s back and guess 
the number.  

 Sing a song about family members and do actions for each person. 

 Say how many brothers and sisters you have. Use brother and sister dolls to 
demonstrate. Repeat ‘Tengo’ (I have)  quietly and loudly. Lift up each doll and pupils 
identify whether it is a brother or sister. Show picture of large families and pupils 
identify how many brothers and sisters there are. Count them together. 

 ¿Qué tal? ¿Cómo te llamas? 

¿Dónde vives? ¿Cuántos años 
tienes? 

 Números  Uno - veinte 

 Family member song 

 Tengo … hermanos/hermanas 

6  Name the feelings 

 Identify odd and even 
numbers 

 Read a story with family 
members and act out the 
story 

 Say how you are feeling. Pass a surprise bag around to the ‘How are you?’           

tune. Take a feeling picture out of the surprise bag and name it. 

 Count up to 20 in even and odd numbers. Count in small groups. Play ‘Mallet’s 

Mallet. If the teacher calls out an even number, pupils will put their hands on their 

heads and if teacher says an odd number, pupils will put their hands on their hips. If 

pupils do the wrong action they will be ‘out.’ 

 Read a story together (Goldilocks and the 3 Bears/ The Little Elephant) Repeat the 

words in the story and act the story out.  

 ¿Qué tal? excelente, muy bien, así 
así, mal, fatal, enojado 

 Números  Uno - veinte 

 Story with family members. 
Goldilocks and the 3 Bears/ The 
Little Elephant 
 

 

 


